FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION
CAN I VIDEO MY STUDENTS’ END OF YEAR PRESENTATION AND PLAY A CD DURING THE PRESENTATION WHICH WILL ALSO BE RECORDED?

A video recording of university where music is played is allowable under the licence. The Music Licence allows for works to be played / performed for educational purposes or as part of university events.

DEFINITIONS:

Educational Purposes means the sole purpose of using in connection with a particular course of instruction or course of study and/or research of the participating University, including the necessary administration and assessment of that course of instruction or study, but not including commercial activities and commercial research.

University Event means an event at the participating University (or some other venue) organised or authorised by the participating University including live musical performances by Students or Staff.

Musical works / sound recordings can also be synchronised with video recordings of university events.

The music licence allows for musical works from the online searchable catalogues of the music societies to be reproduced as part of a video recording, you must ensure that the musical work[s] you are seeking to use are listed in the catalogues.

Catalogue Searches:


In the event you are unable to locate the musical work, please contact RMIT Music Licence Coordinator for assistance [anne.lennox@rmit.edu.au] or 58064

MUSIC LICENCE NOTICE

All video recordings must contain the following notice. The notice below can be incorporated into the credits of any recording - the notice can also be spoken. This notice can appear on the VHS cassette, CD or DVD jacket.

MUSIC LICENCE NOTICE

This recording has been made by the RMIT University under the express terms of an educational licence between it, ARIA, AMCOS, APRA and PPCA and may only be used as authorised by RMIT University pursuant to the terms of that licence.

Also including
- the title of each musical work;
- the name of each composer, lyricist and arranger of the musical
• if the recording is an ARIA Sound Recording, the artist/group name, and the record company label.

The Guide to Video Recording provides detailed information on the recording of musical works on video for educational purposes. Please read this guide before undertaking playing musical works to be recorded.

Please note the Music Licence does not allow for the reproduction of music videos provided on DVD. RMIT has a licence in place with Screenrights that allows RMIT staff to record off-air from television, cable and satellite. The Screenrights licence allows staff to record from television and cable music videos for educational purposes.

For more information on the Screenrights Licence, visit: http://www.rmit.edu.au/browse;ID=pjskycekJv61

GETTING ADVICE

The Copyright Management Service is a University Wide advice and permissions service for RMIT Staff. The Service provides copyright advice and permission seeking services to all RMIT Staff. copyright@rmit.edu.au